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N.Z. NOTES and COMMENT
(By CampbeIl Paterson)

1898 1907 PICTORIALS
"The Postaqe Stamps of New Zealand" Volume Ill.
This latest a,cldition to the splendid "Handbooks" produced by the Royal Philatelic
Society of New Zealand has now appeared. It deals exhaustively with all phases of
New Zealand postal history. Any attempt 10 review it in these small columns would
be presumptuous-br weo,l.th of information. superbly illustrated and presented. it
is c..colossal work. To my mind it is supelior even to Volumes I and n. themselves
probably ihe firlest works of! their kind produced up till now. No tribute can be too
great to p~ to the Co-editors. Messrs. R. J. G. Collin. and C. W. Watts. The amount
·)f lime and toil spent on this book without material reward of any kind simply staggers the imagination. How many would guess that the great majority. if not 0,11
cof ,he illus:rations of postmarks. meter marks. etc were copied by hand by Mr. Collins from dten inadequate originalS? This is a fact ar.d I understand that the greater
pa,rt of the manuscript was his also. No doubt the book itself is all the reward that
its Editors want but all New Zealand philatelists should join in expressing their
thanks for this truly monumental work. New Zealand is fortunate in having the
_ervices of these gifted philatelists.
The heartiest congratulations too must go to the Royal. Soc:ety for its vision and
energy in producing yet another Handbook. "The Roya.!" has proved worthy indeed
of its position and proud title. Nor should be forgotten the lengthy list of collaborators
who did their share. New Zealand philately owes a real debt to them all. New
Zeal.and is fortunate loo, in having a Postal Department prepo,red to co-operate in
this work. Without thiJ unstinted co-operation the book would have been a mere
shadow of its present self.
If anyone has not yet ordered his copy from the Royal Society (Box 1269. Wellington) I would urge he do so immediately. This book is goin9 to be indispensable
and with the printing small (1150 copies) it should soon be fetching ·premium price~.
Id Otaqo Variety.
R0cently through our hands passed a few copies of the Id Otago with a strange
variety. All the first vertical column of stamps showed the larger ship apparently
printed, for the most part. in purp~e. There was ~ome blurring of the purple and of
adjacent blue areas. Close study revealed the interesting fact that in one or two
places the ink is neither blue nor purple but a genuine pure red. I showed two copies
to Mr. Watts and he pointed out that the variety is mentioned in the Handbook
(Vol. n. Page 145'. However (this is pot real]y implied in the Handbook note) he
agreed with my belief that the onlY likely solution is that a red colour (ink) WQJ used
on the plClte immediately before these stamps were printed and that the plate was
not thoroughly cleaned. Even this explanation gives no reason for the blurring. so
I exercised my imagination and arrived at the following theory.
The plate requires cleaning from time to time. I presume that thL is done by a
workman using a cloth heavily soaked in a cleaning spirit. A later stage would be
0, wiping off of the cleaning fluid by means of a clean. dry cloth (not the mechanical
wiper as this is specially made to wipe the surface only. leaving ink in the sunken
lil}es of the impressions). A cloth would go into the sunken lines and clean them
out. I think this presumption is reasonable. Let us suppose then that the first cloth.

soaked in cleaning fluid, is one which has been used for a similar purpose before
and is stained with red ink; let us then suppose that in the later clean-wiping a
nqrrow strip of the plate misses being cleaned. We would then have a situation
which would answer the facts of this case. Where there was red in the recessed lines
the plate when next used would print red or (where the blue mixed in with it) purple
-but in both cases it would be an adulterated ink and likely to give a "blurred"
result. Just theory, but we are not likely ever to get the hard facts. A very interesting variety, anyhow.

INSPECTOSCOPE TORCH MAGNIFYING GLASSES
BatteJ;y Model, with clear plastic head (so that no power is used in the day
time) - 63/·.
Power Model (also with clear head), ready for use off any light socket - 95/·.
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THE F.G. ALBUMS (FA~OUS FOR QUALITY)
Used by leading specialists all over the world, the F.G. range of albums contains
the right volume for every type of collector, from the mode~t novice to the advanced
specialis:. Workmanship throughout is of the highest standard. All albums below
carry the well-tried standard F.G. bolt and slide mechanism - easily manipulated.
Extra leaves available.
F.G. Graduate - 75 leaves, 8% x IOV4in. (including binding margins), bound in sound
serviceable Royal Blue Rexine. Combines convenience with permanence. £2/2/F.G. Burleigh - Specifications as for the "GraduQ','e," with the wperior features of
linen-hinged leaves and glassine interleaving. In rich red-brovJn or dark blue
Rexine
"
£3/16/6
F G. Warwick - Similar to ihe "Burleigh," bUi superior in materials and appearance.
First-class Rexine in dark blue
£6
Postage is 2/3 exlra on all above albums.
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New Superior A.S.A.
Stock Books

A Plastic "Library" Cover for
your C.P. Loose-Leaf Catalogue

A new imported line and much superior
to anything we have ever had_ (We have
been so impressed with these ourselves that
we have decided to cease production of our
own stock books.) The A.S.A. stock books
not only are cheaper, but have that fine
"pre-war" finish that we have looked for
in vain since 1939. The pages are of strong
board, linen hinged and edged, the slots
of clear thin cellophane, each slot immovably tucked in at ends and bottom edge.
A most superior type of book, built to last
a life time.
Outer covers are of strong
heavy boards in rexine.
Interleaving between pages is of best quality glassine. Two
styles of book are available:
A.S.A. Loose-lea.!. six leaves 9" x 71;4" (12
pages, 84 slots), in red, blue or green-

We do most strongly recommend these
crystal-clear protective covers.
Used with
our colourful paper dust jacket (which is
automatically supplied with each plastic
cover) the plastic gives permanent protecttion and beautiful appearance to the Catalogue. We cannot imagine the cover wearing out; it is really tough.
Don't make
do with that ugly old home-made coverthis is miles better and immeasurably more
attractive.
As one buyer said "It is
super!"
The plastic, linen-edged cover, with paper
dust jacket, post free 3/3.

30/-.
A.S.A. Bound. dimensions as above, in red
or green - 27/6.
Postage and packing on each stock book 1/· extra.
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